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Abstract. In underwater imaging, refraction changes the geometry of
image formation, causing the perspective camera model to be invalid.
Hence, a systematic model error occurs when computing 3D models using the perspective camera model. This paper deals with the problem of
computing dense depth maps of underwater scenes with explicit incorporation of refraction of light at the underwater housing. It is assumed
that extrinsic, intrinsic, and housing parameters have been calibrated
for all cameras. Due to the refractive camera’s characteristics it is not
possible to directly apply epipolar geometry or rectification to images because the single-view-point model and, consequently, homographies are
invalid. Additionally, the projection of 3D points into the camera cannot
be computed efficiently, but requires solving a 12th degree polynomial.
Therefore, the method proposed is an adapted plane sweep algorithm
that is based on the idea of back-projecting rays for each pixel and view
onto the 3D-hypothesis planes using the GPU. This allows to efficiently
warp all images onto the plane, where they can be compared. Consequently, projections of 3D points and homographies are not utilized.
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Introduction

During the last decade, a lot of applications arose, where images captured below
water examine underwater scenes, for example off shore wind and oil production,
ship hull or cable inspection, or scientific surveys, in the area of geology, where
seafloor structures are examined, but also in the areas of biology or archeology. In most of these applications, images can be utilized to retrieve geometry
information about the scene for simple measurements, but also for 3D reconstruction and/or navigation. However, in order to capture underwater images,
the camera is confined in an underwater housing, viewing the scene through a
piece of glass, often a flat port. Sometimes, cameras need to capture images at
great water depths, consequently, the glass of the underwater housing can be
several centimeters thick. The inside of the housing is filled with air, causing a
light ray entering the housing from the water to cross two interfaces, first, the
water-glass interface, then the glass-air interface. Therefore, it is refracted twice,
hence changing its direction depending on the incidence angle. This refraction
?
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changes the imaging geometry and causes the commonly used perspective camera model to become invalid because the light rays do not intersect in the center
of projection anymore (non-Single-View-Point (nSVP) model, Fig. 1). In spite
of this, in the literature, mostly the perspective camera model has been used
on underwater images by allowing focal length and radial distortion to approximate the bulk of the refractive effect [6]. Using this approximation, methods like
stereo-measurement, mosaicing, and Structure-from-motion, originally designed
for above water applications, have been applied to underwater images (refer to
[4, 5, 11] respectively), causing systematic measurement errors.
However, it is also possible to explicitly model refraction in computer vision
applications. In order to design adapted, refractive methods for SfM or mosaicing, the camera housing needs to be parametrized and calibrated. Treibitz et
al. [20] introduce a method for measuring the deviation from the perspective
camera model by caustics and show a method for calibrating a camera with very
thin glass and parallelism between imaging sensor and glass. [1] showed that
the nSVP camera is in fact an axial camera, i. e. all rays intersect a common
axis, and introduced a calibration method based on that insight. Additionally,
they showed that in order to project a 3D point into a refractive camera, a 12th
degree polynomial needs to be solved, hence, projections of 3D points are far
less efficient than in a classic perspective camera. [12] build upon [1] as an initialization and proposed an analysis-by-synthesis optimization. Once the camera
intrinsics and housing parameters are calibrated, applications like SfM can be
used to determine camera movement. [3] derive a complete framework for refractive SfM, but no results are presented. [2] introduce a system for refractive
SfM, but assume the camera to view the scene through the water surface with
known camera yaw and pitch. Most recently, [13] introduced a method on how
to compute 3D models from two views. Maas et al. [14] showed that in presence
of refraction, an epipolar line is really an epipolar curve in the second image.
Hence, it is impossible to rectify flat port underwater images and all methods for
dense depth estimation based on rectified images, e. g. [10], cannot be adapted
to refraction easily. Additionally, homographies are invalid, due to the singleview-point model being invalid, hence preventing a straight-forward adaptation
of classic plane sweep methods like [8]. [13] showed that with known 3D point
cloud and extrinsics from two views, PMVS, a method for computing dense
models out of sparse point clouds, originally proposed by Furukawa and Ponce
[7], can be adapted to explicitly model refraction. However, due to the need of
costly 3D projections and not being able to use epipolar lines for guiding correspondence search, the run-time of a refractive adaptation of PMVS becomes
infeasible for more than a few images.
Our contribution: in this paper, we propose a new refractive plane sweep
method that back-projects 2D image points onto the 3D hypothesis planes of
the plane sweep, which can be computed efficiently for all pixels in all images,
hence allowing to warp complete images onto the hypothesis planes, where image
patches can be compared in order to determine correct depth. It builds on the
ability of GPU shaders to automatically interpolate between vertices, and relies
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Fig. 1. Refractive camera with inner and outer glass plane. The blue line depicts the
interface normal intersecting the camera’s center of projection. In cyan, red, and green
are 3 exemplary rays that are refracted by the interface. The dashed lines show that
the rays in water r w do not intersect in one common center of projection anymore, but
in the blue line.

only on efficient forward-mapping of image pixels onto the sweep planes, never
on expensive refractive projection.
In the following, the refractive camera is introduced followed by a description of the proposed method. Experiments show the performance of the proposed
method compared to perspective plane sweep on underwater images and compared to the refractive adaptation of PMVS.
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Refractive Underwater Camera Model

The camera model used throughout this work is made of a perspective camera
with radial and tangential distortion (e. g. [19]), for which a glass interface is
parametrized by the distance d between the camera center and the glass, the
glass thickness dg , and the interface normal n. For a pixel in the image, a ray
in air r a can be back-projected using the intrinsic parameters of the perspective
camera model. Using Snell’s law and the indexes of refraction for air na , glass
ng , and water nw , the ray in glass r g can be computed from r a :
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Likewise, the ray in water r w can be computed from the ray in glass r g . So for
each pixel in the image, the ray in water and a starting point pw = rTdn r a +
a

dg
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on the outer glass interface can be computed (Fig. 1). Note, that projecting 3D points into a refractive camera is much more involved. [1] showed
that a 12th -degree polynomial needs to be solved for each projection and this
insight was a huge improvement compared to the optimization using the backprojection that has been used before that. Note, that the interface distance d
can be negative in case the center of projection is located in front of the entrance
pupil [20].
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Effects on Color

In addition to the above described effects on imaging geometry, the water also
affects image color, observable in the typical green or blue hue of underwater
images. Effects on color are wavelength dependent and caused by attenuation
and back-scattering of light while traveling through the water body. Light coming
from an underwater object is attenuated on its way to the camera, depending
on the distance traveled. In addition, back-scatter is added to the light reaching
the camera stemming from multiple scattering events, thus creating the so-called
veiling light, which increases with increasing camera object distance [16]:
Lλ = Iλ e−ηλ z + B∞λ (1 − e−ηλ z ),
| {z } |
{z
}
attenuation

(2)

back-scatter

where λ is the wavelength, Iλ the original color of the object immersed in water,
ηλ the attenuation coefficient, B∞λ the veiling light color, and z the distance
between object and camera. Lλ is then the color recorded by the camera. If
the characteristics of the local water body are known, i. e. ηλ and B∞λ have
been calibrated for the three color channels [17], it is possible to correct image
color for known depths, thus making dense depth algorithms more robust. This
idea has already been presented in [15], however, the method did not consider
refraction.
In summary, a refractive dense depth method cannot make use of rectified
images, homographies, or repetitive projections of image points on whole images.
However, the model on light attenuation and scattering can be used to improve
block-matching. These constraints led to the design of the following algorithm.

3

Dense Depth Estimation

The key idea to satisfying all of the above constraints is simple: we make use
of the plane sweep algorithm. However, instead of using a homography to warp
entire images into the reference view, all image pixels are back-projected onto
the 3D hypothesis planes of the sweep planes and compared there. This eliminates the need of using projections of 3D points and does not require a valid
homography. Since this is a forward mapping of the image onto the hypothesis
planes, naturally, the resulting plane images are incomplete, i. e. contain holes.
However, by using OpenGL for the GPU implementation, those holes are automatically filled with interpolated color values during rasterization. In general,
the plane sweep algorithm is particularly suitable for implementation on the
graphics hardware due to efficient computation of perspective projections, fast
texture look-up, and efficient texture filtering.
3.1

Refractive GPU-based Plane Sweep

As an initial step, a mapping from the pixel of the input images to the corresponding light rays at the outer surface of the underwater housing is precomputed according to the underwater camera model (see Sec. 2, Eq. 1), consisting
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Fig. 2. Computation of the final depth map for the reference view (left) and plane
sweep (right). The green plane is the image that is being drawn via forward mapping
from both cameras. In case the viewing area overlaps, matching costs can be computed.

of the position of the light ray on the underwater housing pw and its normal
in local camera coordinates r w . The mapping is computed in a vertex shader,
allowing for a discrete sub-sampling via the number of vertices that are used to
span the mesh that covers the viewport. The position and normal of the light
rays are bilinearly interpolated during rasterization between the vertices, yielding a ray for every pixel of the input image, stored in a texture on the graphics
hardware for fast access during plane sweep. Note that, assuming the image sequence is recorded from a single moving camera, the mapping between pixel and
light rays has to be computed only once. The proposed refractive plane sweep
is not limited to the underwater case, but can handle almost arbitrary camera
models like the raxel model proposed by Grossberg and Nayar [9] or the even
more general model introduced by Sturm et al. [18]. Especially the perspective
camera model can be used to determine a ray for each pixel. Thus, an equivalent implementation of a perspective plane sweep is used in the experiments.
A consequence of this approach is that the mapping of pixel to ray contains all
refractive geometry, and no refractive projections need to be carried out, which
significantly accelerates the sweep.
The view for which the depth map is computed will be called reference view
and the view(s) against which the reference view is matched will be called target view(s) in the remainder. The left side of Figure 2 shows an overview of
the proposed algorithm. The first sweep matches the reference view (r) against
two target views (t.1 and t.2) using the normalized cross correlation (NCC)
as measurement costs. After the depth maps for all input views are computed
(t.1, r, t.2), a second plane sweep is executed for the reference view (r), against
the two target views (t.1 and t.2) using the sum of absolute differences (SAD)
with a shiftable window. The SAD costs of the second plane sweep are reduced
when the depth hypothesis of the second sweep matches the NCC depth map of
the first plane sweep and if the NCC matching costs are below a given threshold.
A sweep for the reference view is performed by placing a plane in space for
every depth hypothesis. The plane is defined via the normal of the light ray
belonging to the principal point of the reference view and placed at the distance
of the current depth hypothesis (black ray in Fig. 2, right). The area of interest
on the plane is computed by intersecting the corners of the reference view with
the plane (green rays in Fig. 2, right). The key idea is to use a dense mesh for
every view that should be matched, texture it with the input image, calculate
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the position of each vertex on the plane by intersecting the light rays of each
pixel with the plane, render the area of interest for every view, and finally match
the rendered target views against the reference view. In case the parameters for
color attenuation and scattering (Eq. 2) are known, the colors are corrected in
accordance to the current depth hypothesis.

4

Experiments

In order to evaluate the proposed method, both refractive and perspective camera models are used in equivalent implementations. For the perspective model
to approximate the refractive effect as closely as possible, checkerboard images
are used to calibrate the perspective camera allowing the parameters to absorb
refraction. In general, all intrinsic parameters, housing parameters, and camera
poses are assumed to be known prior to applying the proposed method. In the
following, first results on synthetic images are presented, showing the accuracy
in comparison to ground truth. Then, both refractive and perspective implementations are applied to real images.
4.1

Synthetic Images

For comparing the perspective plane sweep with the proposed method, images
with different housing configurations were rendered. The interface distance was
d ∈ {−5 mm, 0 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm, 20 mm, 50 mm, 100 mm} and the interface tilt
was chosen from θ ∈ {0◦ , 0.5◦ , 1◦ , 3◦ }, leading to 28 different configurations.
The camera inside the housing had a focal length of 800 px for an image size
of 800 × 600 px. The principal point was located in the middle of the image
and no radial distortion was added. For each housing configuration, the same
trajectory of 10 images was rendered and then used for plane sweep computation.
Fig. 3 shows the resulting average error over the whole depth map across all
images for each housing configuration. Clearly, the proposed refractive method
outperforms the perspective camera model, for which the error increases with
increasing interface distance and tilt. The accuracy of the approximation of the
perspective camera model to refraction is depending on the imaging distance.
Therefore, a second set of images was rendered with a different camera trajectory
and greater imaging distance for all 28 housing configurations, this time further
away from the camera. Again, the proposed refractive method was more accurate
than the perspective model on underwater images (Fig. 4). As can be seen by this
experiment, a systematic error is introduced in the perspective model, depending
on the parameters of the camera housing. The refractive model is invariant to
these changes, hence, no systematic error occurs. Figure 5 shows the resulting
depth maps for both models and negated difference images to ground truth depth
for an exemplary image from the second scene. Note the systematic error on the
back plane in the difference image of the perspective model. Here, the error was
around 200 mm, increasing toward the right part of the image, while the error of
the refractive model stayed below or close to the sweeping distance of 10 mm.
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Fig. 3. Results of plane sweep for all 28 housing configurations. The distance between
scene and camera was between 1500 mm and 4000 mm. Left: error for perspective plane
sweep on underwater images. Right: error for proposed refractive plane sweep on underwater images.
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Fig. 4. Results for scene with imaging distance between 4000 mm and 9000 mm. Left:
error for perspective model on underwater images. Right: error for refractive model on
underwater images.

In Table 4.1 run-time of the proposed method was compared to a prototype
implementation on the CPU. The CPU implementation can only compare two
images using SAD, therefore, GPU+SAD shows results for a comparable configuration. In summary, the CPU implementation requires over 550 ms for each
plane on an 800x600 px image, while the comparable simplified version of the
proposed method on the GPU requires only about 5 ms for each plane. The proposed method running on 3 views and combining SAD and NCC takes about
43 ms for each plane. It is difficult to compare run-times of PMVS, but a run
with 5 images took approximately 10 minutes. With 6 images run-time increases
to over an hour using all eight available processor cores.
4.2

Real Images

The proposed method was tested on real images captured in a lab fish tank
(1000 mm × 500 mm × 500 mm). The camera was placed outside the tank in four
different camera-glass configurations. For each configuration, checkerboard images were used to calibrate the perspective camera model and the glass of the refractive camera model. Since the camera with respect to the glass was not allowed
to move after calibration, a model of the entrance to the Abu Simbel temple in
Egypt of the size 380 mm × 280 mm × 180 mm was placed inside the water and
moved around at object-camera distances between 300 mm and 700 mm. There-
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Fig. 5. Exemplary result for interface distance d = 100 mm and interface tilt θ = 3◦ .
Left: input image and ground truth depth map. Center: depth errors and result depth
map for perspective camera model on underwater images. Right: depth errors and
result depth map for refractive camera model on underwater images.
Table 1. Run-time in ms for one plane. Top row: GPU implementation as described.
Below: GPU with SAD on 2 views in comparison with a prototype CPU implementation
with SAD on 2 views.
plane dist. # planes Shader CPU total
total SpeedMethod
[mm]
[ms] [ms] [ms]
[ms] up
GPU
10
491 29.68 13.40 43.08 n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
10
491
3.43 1.69 5.12
554.0
108
GPU+SAD
50
99
3.40 1.72 5.12 CPU 532.3
104
100
50
3.40 1.80 5.20
537.8
103
Method

fore, the background and mirrored parts of the model in the glass violate the
rigid scene assumption, which is why in all input images and output depth maps
the model foreground is segmented. Note that in case of real images, the camera
poses are unknown. Hence, they were computed using refractive and perspective
SfM respectively. Consequently, any comparison between perspective and refractive results combines errors introduced during SfM as well as errors introduced
during dense depth estimation. However, in order to minimize erroneous influences from SfM, only the dense depth results from the first two images will be
compared, where the resulting camera poses for refractive and perspective runs
were almost identical. Figure 6 shows results for 2 different glass configurations,
with very plausible looking dense depth maps for both, perspective and refractive camera models. However, the differences between perspective and refractive
results are up to 33 mm measured only for pixels depicting the actual model, not
the background. This is a significant difference for an imaging distance between
300 mm and 700 mm. In accordance to the results on synthetic images, it can be
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Fig. 6. Depth estimation results for Abu Simbel model. Top: results for sequence 1.
Botton: results for sequence 2. From left to right: input image, resulting perspective
depth map, resulting refractive depth map, negated difference between perspective and
refractive depth maps with differences between 25 mm - 33 mm for the first sequence
and differences on the model between 15 mm - 27 mm for the second sequence.

observed that the difference between the perspective and refractive plane sweep
increases with an increasing object-camera distance.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

We proposed a new method that allows to compute dense depth for underwater images using the plane sweep algorithm for the refractive camera model,
thus allowing to create accurate and dense 3D models for underwater images.
Experiments prove that it can estimate dense depth in presence of refraction
accurately, being invariant to changes in underwater housing configurations. An
equivalent implementation utilizing the perspective camera model suffers from
a systematic model error that increases with increasing interface distance and
tilt. The proposed method cannot only deal with refractive underwater camera
models, but also compute dense depth for arbitrary camera models as long as a
ray defined by starting point and direction can be specified for each pixel.
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